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**Abstract** – Plants infested with herbivores release specific volatile compounds that are known to recruit natural enemies. The response of natural enemies to these volatiles may be either learned or genetically determined. We asked whether there is genetic variation in the response of the predatory mite *Phytoseiulus persimilis* to methyl salicylate (MeSa). MeSa is a volatile compound consistently produced by plants being attacked by the two-spotted spider mite, the prey of *P. persimilis*. We predicted that predators express genetically determined responses during long-distance migration where previously learned associations may have less value. Additionally, we asked whether these responses depend on odours from uninfested plants as a background to MeSa. To infer a genetic basis, we analyzed the variation in response to MeSa among iso-female lines of *P. persimilis* using choice-tests that involved either (1) MeSa presented as a single compound, or (2) MeSa with background-odour from uninfested lima bean plants. These tests were conducted for starved and satiated predators, i.e., two physiological states, one that approximates migration and another that mimics local patch exploration. We found variation among iso-female lines in the responses to MeSa, thus showing genetic variation for this behaviour. The variation was more pronounced in the starved predators indicating that *P. persimilis* relies on innate preferences when migrating. Background volatiles of uninfested plants changed the predators’ responses to MeSa in a manner that depended on physiological state and iso-female line. Thus, it is possible to select for context-dependent behavioural responses of natural enemies to plant volatiles.
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Predatory arthropods are known to respond to herbivore-induced plant volatile chemicals (Dicke and van Loon 2000; Sabelis et al. 2007). This phenomenon prompted the hypothesis that first and third trophic levels conspire against the second: the infested plants attract the natural enemies that can reduce or eliminate herbivore pressure, whereas the predators acquire informa-
tion on the location of its prey (Dicke and Sabelis 1988; Dicke and van Loon 2000; Kessler and Baldwin 2001; but see Allison and Hare 2009). However, for such a system to evolve and function, a number of conditions have to be fulfilled (van der Meijden and Klinkhamer 2000; Janssen et al. 2002). Among them, it requires that the predators evolve behavioural responses to plant-produced volatiles induced by herbivore feeding. These responses may rely on predators learning to associate herbivore-induced plant volatiles with the presence of prey. Alternatively, predators evolved genetically determined preferences for plant volatiles induced by herbivorous prey if in the past generations predators innately responding to such volatiles (i.e., prior to any experience) had higher fitness than those that did not show such behaviour. Fitness benefit would be obtained because these volatiles were reliably coupled with the presence of prey. Therefore we expect genetic bases for predator responses to these plant volatiles that are induced by the feeding of prey, irrespective of the species of infested plant.

We investigated whether there is genetic variation in the response of the predatory mite *Phytoseiulus persimilis* Athias-Henriot to a selected herbivore-induced plant volatile, methyl salycilate (MeSa). MeSa is one of the volatile compounds consistently induced by feeding of the two-spotted spider mite (*Tetranychus urticae* Koch) – the prey of *P. persimilis* – on a variety of plant species (van den Boom et al. 2004). Empirical studies showed that it plays a key role in predator attraction to the volatile blends induced by the spider mite (de Boer and Dicke 2004a; de Boer et al. 2004; van Wijk et al. 2008, Ament et al. 2010). A genetic basis for the responses of *P. persimilis* to blends of volatile compounds has been demonstrated in two studies on selection for responses of satiated predators to the complete blend of volatiles released by spider-mite infested lima bean (Margolies et al. 1997; Jia et al. 2002). However, innate preferences for the full volatile blend of infested bean may be the result of the underlying innate response to a single compound shared by the blends of many plant species infested by the spider mite – a condition that is fulfilled by MeSa. In this study we applied an analysis using iso-female lines (David et al. 2005) to detect genetic variation in response to MeSa among *P. persimilis* lines. A significant difference in the olfactory responses among iso-female lines indicates a genetic basis for this trait, provided that systematic environmental influences are controlled for.

The odour of uninfested plants is a permanent feature of the volatile signal under natural settings. Therefore, we hypothesize that the background odours of uninfested lima bean may affect the predator’s perception of MeSa and the strength of response to MeSa. Lima bean leaves heavily infested with spider mites were also used for culturing of the predator population used in this experiment and therefore any pre-conditioning of the predator to the odours...
experienced in the culture would be to volatile blend of infested lima bean that it quantitatively different to the blend of uninfested bean (e.g., Dicke et al. 1990). Hence we expected that an enhanced predator response to MeSa presented with the background odours of uninfested lima bean would be a result of altered perception to MeSa when presented with a context rather then due to predator pre-conditioning to specific volatiles. Mechanically damaged plants produce increased amounts of a distinct group of volatiles called green leaf volatiles (GLVs), which are also emitted by intact plants in smaller amounts (Hatanaka 1993; Matsui et al. 2004; van den Boom et al. 2004). Thus, we term the background odours provided by the punched leaf discs used in this experiment as GLVs.

Genetically determined responses to herbivore-induced plant volatiles are particularly relevant, and subject to natural selection, in situations where predators cannot yet have learned the association between the presence of specific volatiles and prey. The predatory mite *P. persimilis* may experience such situations during the migratory phase that follows the exploitation of the previous colony of prey. These phases of the predator life history can be approximated by manipulating the predator’s hunger level because food conditions provide the proximate cue for the onset of migratory behaviour (Sabelis and Afman 1994). Satiation prevails during foraging in dense colonies of spider mites and starvation induces take-off to aerial dispersal, followed by exploration of the new landing site (Sabelis and van de Baan 1983; Sabelis et al. 1984; Sabelis and van der Meer 1986; Sabelis and van der Weel 1993; Sabelis and Afman 1994; Pels and Sabelis 1999). During the migratory phase the predators encounter an environment characterized by plant volatiles most likely to be different from those experienced before; the previously learned associations of specific volatiles may be of little value in locating the prey. Therefore, we hypothesize that the innate responses to MeSa depend on the context of the test (satiated vs. starved predators).

We determined the responses of a total of 18 iso-female lines of *P. persimilis* in the olfactory tests where predators were presented with the choice of 1) MeSa in clean air vs. clean air, or 2) MeSa in the background of GLVs vs. GLVs. These tests were performed using either satiated or starved predators. Variable olfactory responses to MeSa among the iso-female lines would indicate genetic variation for this trait in the population under study. In particular, we predicted that this variation is more pronounced in starved predators and we asked to what extent this variation depends on the presence of volatiles of uninfested plants in the background.
Methods and materials

Predatory mites
The base population of *P. persimilis* was maintained in the laboratory (25 °C, 70% humidity, and light:dark = 16:8 conditions) on a diet of two-spotted spider mites (*T. urticae*) on detached leaves of lima bean plants. The culture originated from a sample of predators collected in 2002 at different locations throughout Sicily (Partinico, Scopella, Trappeto, Terrasini, Siculiana, Laghetto, Menfi, Trabia, Alcamo), where they are probably endemic (De Moraes et al. 2004). Iso-female lines were obtained by randomly selecting a number of females from the base population, which from then on were kept separately in Petri dishes. Typically in haplodiploid arthropods such lines are obtained through mating between the virgin female and her sons (oedipal mating). However, *P. persimilis*, just as probably the whole family Phytoseiidae, is pseudo-arrenotokous, i.e., sons and daughters arise from fertilized eggs and male zygotes become haploid due to paternal genome inactivation and elimination during embryogenesis (Helle et al. 1978; Nelson-Rees et al. 1980). Hence, mating is a prerequisite for producing eggs destined to become females, as well as males. For this reason in this experiment the iso-female lines were established each by a single mated female. There were 18 lines thus established which were subsequently allowed to propagate for seven weeks before the onset of the olfactory tests (thus for at least five generations). All lines were reared in the same climate room (under conditions as described for the base population) to minimize any effect of environment on predatory behaviour. Incidental mixing among the lines was prevented by maintaining each line in a separate rearing enclosed in a plastic container with a small opening covered with gauze (mesh width = 0.07 mm; average adult predator size = 0.5 mm, average predator egg size = 0.2 mm; thus, small enough to prevent immi- and emigration) to allow for airflow. Additionally, each of these containers was surrounded by its own water barrier. Individual iso-female lines were labelled with numbers (1-18) for identification.

Tests of olfactory preference
Behavioural responses of predators to MeSa were tested in a so-called I-tube: a single straight glass tube (length 20 cm, Ø 0.5 cm) with a small opening (2 mm) in the middle to introduce the predatory mites (Figure 2.1). This olfactometer was provided with a trap at the end of either arm of the I-tube to collect predators. Opposite the entrance hole, another opening (Ø 0.5 cm) was present which was gauze-covered and served as an air-outlet. At the ends of the I-tube there were plastic trap vials (Ø 30 mm, height 55 mm) which in turn were connected to jars that either contained a capillary with MeSa or not. The traps were designed as an easy-to-enter-yet-difficult-to-exit vial, and were provided with a
water source (wet cotton wool). After purification by activated carbon filters, the air was flowing at 20 l/h through the jars, the vials and then the arms of the glass tube, leaving the system through the opening in the middle of the I-tube. At release in the middle of the I-tube, a mite finds itself in air streams coming from right and left, i.e., one with MeSa and the other without. Subsequently, it can move left or right in the I-tube and ultimately enters one of the trap vials or remain in the I-tube. After release of the test animals, the entrance hole was sealed with Parafilm®. Pilot experiments showed that the I-tube olfactometer produces results consistent with our knowledge of the responses of *P. persimilis* to the full blend of herbivore-induced plant volatiles (M van Wijk, unpubl.).

Per replicate experiment, a total of 25 adult females were released (except for a few cases where numbers were less than 25, yet larger than 20) sequentially. Visual cues play no role in predator orientation as the predator is blind and orients itself by a means of chemical cues. A previous study using Y-tube setup showed that there is no effect of possible residues deposited along the path taken by an individual on the choices of the subsequent individuals (Sabelis and van der Baan 1983). After 25 min, the number of mites in each of the two trap vials was counted. The number that remained in the I-tube, was scored as 'no choice'. For each consecutive replicate of a line a new clean I-tube was used and the side of the arm containing air with MeSa was inter-changed to exclude any unforeseen asymmetries in the experimental set-up. Per line per treatment,

![Diagram of the I-tube olfactometer](image)

**Figure 2.1** – Experimental set-up of the I-tube olfactometer. The diagram depicts a horizontal tube (the glass I-tube) with two openings, where the bigger one serves as an air-outlet. The thick vertical arrow below the I-tube indicates the location of the small opening – the point of release of the predators. The broken line indicates a thin capillary inside the glass tube to provide structure, on each side ending in a metal pin leading down into the trap vial. The trap vials were connected with plastic tubes to jars that either contain a capillary with MeSa or not. The remaining arrows indicate the direction of air-flow. Above the set-up there was a source of dispersed light (not shown).
roughly 120 mites were tested in 4-8 replicate experiments (in one case, three replicates were performed).

Synthetic MeSa (Sigma-Aldrich Fluka, pure; assay ≥99%) was offered undiluted in a small capillary (9 μl, Ø 0.60 mm, Omnilabo) placed in one of the jars connected to the I-tube (Figure 2.1). The air flow was led through the set-up at least two hours before the start of the test. The MeSa evaporation rate was ±30 μg/h. This evaporation rate was chosen based on preliminary experiments to find a concentration to which the base population exhibited a neutral (50:50) response. Such a set-up allows detection of either increased or decreased responses of the iso-female lines to MeSa with reference to the response of the base population. It is difficult to compare this evaporation rate with previous studies attempting to measure the dose-response relations, because these assessments were based on filter paper as a substrate (de Boer and Dicke 2004b; van Wijk et al. 2008). Unlike filter paper, capillaries generate a constant evaporation rate. It is also difficult to compare this evaporation rate with evaporation from infested Lima bean plants because there is hardly any data available. The only data we are aware of is 0.4-0.8 μg/h estimated by de Boer and Dicke (2004b) from data in Dicke et al. (1999), evaporated from 10 leaves after 3 days of infestation by 50 adult female spider mites per leaf with a flow rate of 30 l/h. It is unclear at what distance from the plant this concentration is measured, and also how such concentrations of MeSa change over the time of infestation.

**Experimental design**

We assessed olfactory preferences of 18 iso-female lines by subjecting satiated and starved adult female predators to two types of olfactory tests involving choices between either (1) MeSa in clean air vs. clean air, or (2) MeSa with a background of green leaf volatiles (GLVs) vs. green leaf volatiles (GLVs). The background odours of GLVs were provided by discs (Ø 1.5 cm) punched from the leaves of 2-weeks-old, uninfested Lima bean plants (var. *Phaseolus lunatus*, Big Lima). New leaf discs were punched for each test from fresh primary leaves, and placed inside the plastic trap vials of the I-tube – one disc in each of the vials – on a ball of wet cotton wool. Airflow was allowed to pass through the I-tube for additional 15 min before the start of the olfactory test to allow the GLVs to reach the middle of the I-tube. The responses of the satiated predators were determined by testing females taken straight from the culture where they were kept in a well fed state. Starved predators were obtained by food-deprivation for 24 h prior to the olfactory tests. During the period of food deprivation mites were kept in a closed Eppendorf vial placed in a climate box at 18 °C, with water provided via a strip of wet filter paper.
The total of 18 olfactory tests performed daily on each of the 18 lines was about the maximal number feasible under the experimental protocol. The main aim of this study was to sample a large number of iso-female lines. Therefore we preferred to test as many lines as possible per day, at the expense of obtaining simultaneous replicates for each line. To minimize effects of the time of day on predatory responses we randomized the order of testing of the 18 lines each day. The number of replicates varied between four and six per hunger level for each olfactory test (i.e., tests with or without GLVs context). The tests were performed within a period of 5 weeks.

Statistical analysis
We aimed to determine (1) whether there is a genetic component in predator response to MeSa and (2) whether this behaviour is dependent on the nutritional status or the environmental context provided by the volatiles of uninfested plants in the background. To address the first question we constructed a mixed-effects model that included the iso-female line effect as the random effect; hence the response variable (i.e., a single data point) was the mean response per replicate per line based on the numbers of individuals that made a choice (hence excluding the no-choice individuals). In this analysis we tested whether the amount of variation explained by the random effect of iso-female line is different from zero. The variation due to iso-female line is a measure of the total amount of variation among tested lines that is due to variation in their genes, provided that the differences among the lines arising from heterogeneity in rearing conditions can be excluded (David et al. 2005). Therefore it comprises the additive genetic variation as well as the non-additive effects of dominance and epistasis. The amount of this variation was estimated using restricted-maximum likelihood method of the SPlus 6.2 software (Pinheiro and Bates 2002; Venables and Ripley 2002) which adjusted for the fixed effects of hunger level (satiated or starved) and GLVs context (MeSa presented alone or MeSa in the background of GLVs). Additionally we tested whether the responses of the lines changed within the period of testing such that there was a decreasing or increasing trend. To this end we also tested the covariate representing the number of days elapsed from the onset of testing the first replicate of a line within a treatment. A significant covariate would indicate that environmental effects, consistent in time, contribute to the differences among the lines. A non-significant covariate, on the other hand, would indicate that no effect of consistent differences among the rearing environment of the lines was detected, thus strengthening the argument that the variation among the lines reflects genetic differences. The number of days elapsed since the onset of testing encompassed a period of 1-2 weeks. Thus, it may have encompassed the responses of more...
than one generation of predators (Sabelis 1981). A non-significant covariate would be consistent with a positive correlation between mean values in different generations (a result that supports a genetic basis for preference within iso-female lines, David et al. 2005), although the design of this study did not address this correlation explicitly. The diagnostics plots showed that the assumptions of the mixed effect model were satisfied (the random variables were normally distributed with mean zero and independent for different groups, and the within-group errors were independent and normally distributed with a mean of zero), hence the response variable was not transformed.

To address the second question we tested for the situation where different genotypes respond to MeSa differently, dependent on predator satiation level or volatile presentation (as reflected in two- and three-way interactions between the line effect and the experimental factors). Therefore in the second part of the analysis we also analyzed the probability of an individual choosing MeSa in relation to three explanatory variables: iso-female line (18 lines), hunger level (satiated or starved) and GLVs context (MeSa presented alone or MeSa in the background of GLVs) by fitting a logistic regression model with logit link function and binomial error variance in SPlus 6.2 for Windows. The response variable in this analysis was the response of an individual predator. The relevance of the explanatory variables was assessed based on the comparison of values of deviance and Akaike’s Information Criterion for the models that included combinations of one or more of the three explanatory variables (Agresti 1990; Quinn and Keough 2002). We further tested the fit of the regression model with respect to given explanatory variable by comparing this model with an appropriate reduced model (i.e., a model that contains all terms of the complete model but the explanatory variable tested) using the log-likelihood ratio test (Agresti 1990). Additionally, we analyzed the effect of the three explanatory variables on the probability of an individual making a choice (i.e., the probability of individual entering any trap vial in the I-tube).

**Results**

The first part of this section presents the analysis of the variation detected among the iso-female lines. The second part of this section deals with the analysis of the probability of predators choosing MeSa using the factors iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs context. Finally we discuss the probability of predators making a choice (i.e., the probability of choosing either arm).

**Variation among lines**

The variation explained by the iso-female line was significantly different from zero ($P = 0.02$; Table 2.1), thus supporting the hypothesis that there is a genetic component in predator responses to MeSa. It is a measure of the total
amount of variation among the tested iso-female lines that is due to genetic variation, provided that the differences among the lines due to heterogeneity in rearing conditions are negligible. We have detected no systematic change in the average responses of the lines within the period of testing (P = 0.56; Table 2.1). This result supports the conclusion that the observed differences among the lines were not due to systematic differences among the rearing environment of the lines, but rather reflect genetic variation.

In this part of the analysis the effect of hunger level was found to be significant, but not the GLVs provided as context. However, inspection of the data (Figure 2.2; in each panel the ordering of lines from low to high response results in a different sequence of lines) indicates that there is variation in the responses of different lines dependent on the level of these two factors. This interaction was further explored in the second part of the analysis.

**Probability of choosing MeSa**

We used the logistic regression method to analyse the probability of predators choosing MeSa in relation to the factors: iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs as context. Comparison of deviance and AIC values throughout all models (that included combinations of one or more of the three effects) revealed that iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs as context, all affected the probability that a predator would choose MeSa (log-likelihood ratio test, P_{line}<0.001, P_{hunger}<0.001, P_{GLVs} = 0.02). Figure 2.2 shows the variation among iso-female lines in the proportion of individuals choosing MeSa, categorized by hunger level, when MeSa is presented alone and when it is presented with the background of GLVs. Visual inspection of these figures indicates an interaction between iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs as context. Therefore, we also
compared the deviances and AIC values of the models that included the effects as well as their interaction terms. The final model that best described predator responses included the interaction between the iso-female line and the two fixed effects (log-likelihood ratio tests: $P_{\text{line} \times \text{hunger}} < 0.001$, $P_{\text{line} \times \text{GLVs}} < 0.001$, $P_{\text{hunger} \times \text{GLVs}} = 0.41$, $P_{\text{line} \times \text{hunger} \times \text{GLVs}} < 0.001$). Figure 2.3 exemplifies the three-way interaction by presenting the responses of some of the iso-female lines.

**Probability of making a choice**

We constructed a logistic regression model describing the probability that a predator will make a choice in the olfaction test (i.e., it will choose either arm). The full model (i.e., line + test + hunger) explained the responses better than the null model (log-likelihood ratio, $P < 0.001$). All main effects were individually significant ($P_{\text{line}} < 0.001$, $P_{\text{test}} < 0.001$, $P_{\text{hunger}} = 0.03$, see Figure 2.4).

![Figure 2.2](image-url)

**Figure 2.2** – The responses of eighteen iso-female lines of *Phytoseiulus persimilis* by starved predators in the tests (A) MeSa plus clean air vs. clean air, (B) MeSa plus the background of GLVs vs. GLVs, and by satiated predators in the tests (C) MeSa plus clean air vs. clean air, (D) MeSa plus the background of GLVs vs. GLVs. The bars show the proportion of individuals choosing the arm containing MeSa (y-axis) calculated for each line (x-axis). The horizontal lines indicate the average responses obtained by pooling replicates over all iso-female lines within each of the experimental treatments. Note that in each panel the ordering of lines from low to high response results in a different sequence of lines, e.g., line 10 is on the right in (C) and (D) but on the left in (A) and in the middle in (B).
Discussion

In this study we asked whether there is genetic variation in responses of *P. persimilis* to the plant volatile MeSa in a field-collected population. To this end we employed the iso-female line technique where the variation among iso-female lines is interpreted as the variance due to differences in their genes provided the heterogeneity among the rearing environments does not systematically influence the behaviour of individual lines. We showed that the variation in predator responses to MeSa explained by the iso-female line was significantly different from zero. From this result we infer that the studied population harbours genetic variation in olfactory responses to MeSa. There is more variation among the lines when the predators are starved, yet variation is also present in satiated mites. However, it is only when predators are starved that we observe the full range of responses ranging from avoidance to preference. This pattern occurs when predators have a choice of both MeSa presented alone and MeSa against a background of GLVs.

To date, studies that measured the attractiveness of MeSa (or other herbivore-induced plant volatiles) to natural enemies did not control for genetic back-
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ground (e.g., de Boer and Dicke 2004b; van Wijk et al. 2008). However our results show that predator populations may be genetically variable for the tested responses, and the behaviour of various genotypes may influence the average response measured at the population level. Thus, the average population response may be characterized by a weak attraction or no clear preference if genotypes of extreme innate preferences are tested together and their responses pooled. To illustrate this, we calculated the proportions of individuals choosing MeSa by pooling the replicates over all iso-female lines for each of the experimental treatments. These values (shown in Figure 2.2 as horizontal lines) may be treated as estimates of the responses to MeSa measured at the level of the base population from which the lines originated, under the assumption that different iso-female lines (i.e., genotypes) are represented. Indeed there is very little difference among the experimental treatments.

The inclusion of GLVs in the background of MeSa presentation does not, at first glance, appear to change the overall result that a wider range of responses is expressed by starved predators (compare Figure 2.2a, c and 2.2b, d). However, closer inspection reveals that adding the background of GLVs does

Figure 2.4 – Variation in the mean proportion of no-choice individuals (y-axis) in the 18 iso-female lines (x-axis) of Phytoseiulus persimilis categorized by hunger level and GLVs context. No-choice individuals are those that remained in the glass tube for the duration of the test, i.e., did not make a choice. The panels present the proportions observed for starved predators in the tests (A) MeSa plus clean air vs. clean air, (B) MeSa plus the background of GLVs vs. GLVs, and for satiated predators in tests (C) MeSa plus clean air vs. clean air, (D) MeSa plus the background of GLVs vs. GLVs.
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change the behaviour of individual lines. We observe a whole range of patterns in the responses of the lines that exemplify a significant three-way interaction between iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs as background (except for line 5 that shows indifferent responses in all tests without exception). In particular, there are iso-female lines characterized by an extreme response to MeSa if the predators are starved and the choice-test involves MeSa in the background of GLVs whereas their responses in all the other treatments are indifferent (lines 19 and 3). The example of these lines may indicate that testing the responses of starved predators to MeSa presented in the background of GLVs are essential conditions for eliciting an innate response of the predators. However, there are also lines characterized by extreme responses to MeSa if the predators are starved and the choice-test involved MeSa presented alone (e.g., lines 1 and 9), and predator responses in all the other treatments are indifferent. The example of these lines may thus indicate that adding GLVs as a background to MeSa confounds the predator’s perception of this volatile. The remaining iso-female lines show yet other patterns of interaction between the factors iso-female line, hunger level and GLVs as background (see Figure 2.3 for examples).

We conclude therefore that the responses of \textit{P. persimilis} to MeSa are context-dependent in that they depend on the genetically determined preference of the tested individuals (i.e., their genotypes) as well as on the environmental context in which the volatile is presented. Further research is needed to understand how a biologically relevant single compound cue is perceived and interpreted when presented in a mixture (van Wijk 2007; Shröder and Hilker 2008), a more realistic situation in nature. In our study the addition of a background odour of GLVs increased the proportion of individuals making a choice in olfaction tests (Figure 2.4). Thus, we can conclude that GLVs affected the predator’s perception of MeSa. This effect of GLVs on the willingness to choose varied among individual lines (which indicates a genetic basis also in this aspect of behaviour).

Given the genetic basis in the responses to MeSa in this population collected from the field, we conclude that there is opportunity for an evolutionary response on the part of the predators to using MeSa as a plant signal indicating prey presence. The distribution of prey is patchy and unpredictable under natural conditions. Hence, it is expected that \textit{P. persimilis} undergoes long-lasting food deprivation during dispersal (Sabelis and Afman 1994). Our findings may indicate stronger reliance of the predator on genetic predispositions during this migratory phase in which the predator alternate passive aerial dispersal and local exploration for prey patches. Thus, natural selection may be more efficient in shaping the olfactory responses when the predators are starved and therefore probably migrating.
Our results show that the responses of *P. persimilis* to plant volatiles are far from simple. Even in the case of a single plant volatile, we observed genetic variation expressed in a context-dependent manner. Iso-female lines created from a field-collected base population show responses to MeSa ranging from preference to avoidance (although the latter response is much less common). The variation is still present in the population and conflicts with the prediction that preference for environments associated with the presence of MeSa has fitness benefits (i.e., helps locating the prey) and should therefore prevail. This raises the question of the mechanism that maintains the observed genetic variation in the field; the question could be addressed with selection experiments for olfactory responses to single volatile compounds and mixtures. Our results suggest that such experiments will be more successful if conducted on starved predators.
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